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The last decade has seen a resurgence of interest in the problem
of educational change. School reform is viewed as a mechanism to

gr( achieve economic revival, cultural transformation, national solidar-
ity, and ethnic aspirations. An important part of the reforms concern
the improvement of teaching and teacher education. The impetus for

C';- change has come from multiple sources: Federal and state govern
mental and philanthropic reports have focused on the quality of
teaching, university curriculum, and student achievement. Legisla-
tion has increased the state's direct control over the policy and con-
tent of teacher education. A professional infrastructure has sup-= ported new programs and standards as ways to alter occupational

par,-,4 practices, to increase teachers' remuneration, and to improve the
quality of teaching. Central to the literature is a call for more educa-
tional research and professionalism among teachers.

Current reform practices should be viewed as an integral ele-
ment of the events and structured arrangements of schooling. As a
primary institution for establishing direction, purpose, and will in
society, schooling ties polity, culture, economy, and the modern state
to the cognitive and motivating patterns of the individual.2 Educa-
tional reform does not merely transmit information on new practice.
Defined as part of the social relations of schooling, reform can be con-
sidered a strategic site in which social regulation occurs and power
relations are embodied.

It is within this context that I wish to explore the promise and
limitations of evaluation in teacher education. The promise of evalu-
ation is to understand the diverse issues and complexities that un-
derlie the processes of reform; and to contribute to a more informed
policy making. This focus is important to all who wish to promote
intellectual integrity and social equality in schooling. The impor-
tance of evaluation is revealed through recent social theory and
methodology which highlight the ways in which the categories, dis-
tinctions, and differences produced in social research establish social
interests and power relations (see, e.g., Bourdieu, 1984;
Cherryholmes, 1988; Clifford,1988). Since evaluations are typically
commissioned by those with power but in the name of a common
good, the social values and relations that underlie research are im-
portant to consider.
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Three themes in teacher education evaluation are considered.
The first two themes are a cautionary tale about evaluation -- evalu-
ation is produced in social fields in which people vie for authority.
These themes focus on the power relations "carried" as the problems
and strategies of evaluation are constructed.

1. Evaluation needs to consider issues of social production and the
social realization of policy. This entails two dimensions. Evalua-
tion is a state strategy to produce social amelioration. State is
used as a theoretical category to explore how the larger concerns
of social regulation and steering of institutions are carried into
the daily life and practices of schooling and teacher education.
The strategies applied, the categories and distinctions that con-
struct the reforms, and the social contexts of teacher education
and schooling interact to produce social values and power rela-
tions.

2. The distinctions, categories, and differences embodied in evalua-
tion are not neutral terms to describe events; they are modes of
presentation and styles of reasoning that construct the subject;
tying discourse to issues of power. Words which have currency
in evaluation (e.g., measurement, assessment, professional-
ization, empowerment, and site-based management) have no
fixed and unyielding meaning but are constructed in historical
contexts and institutional settings. We must take into account
the social contexts in which the words are used; entertaining a
skepticism about practices that offer to make the world better.

3. The third theme pursues a central issue about the purpose of
evaluation. It argues that evaluation has a policy clarification
purpose. It can help to illuminate the tensions, contradictions,
and ambiguities that underlie the realization of educational re-
form; it does not tell us what policy is most efficient or useful.
This may seem obvious. Reforms respond to perceived issues and
problems that, at face value, are not clearly defined and do not
have linear outcomes. Of the deepest value to the public debates
around which schooling in a democracy (and of importance not
only to policy makers) is an understanding of the strains and ten-
sions found in the relations in school arenas. Evaluation, at its
most productive sense, considers the tensions, struggles, and am-
biguities as social practices relate to social goals. Further, the
reform priorities of teacher education are indelibly tied to social,
cultural, and economic conditions; these cannot be lost in the
methodologies of evaluation.

Recent studies of teacher education and teaching will provide il-
lustrations of the relation of reform, knowledge, and power.
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I. Social Production and
Social Reception of Policy

At least two related issues are central in evaluation. One is the
relation of evaluation to state planning. Second, is the realization of
reform in social fields that "carry" values and interests that are not
necessarily those of the program planners. As a result, the strategies
and procedures of reforms maintain social values that should be
scrutinized.

State Policy, Policing, and Evaluation

Evaluation is a part of state regulation, monitoring and steering.
In this sense, policy and policing are epistemologically related; polic-
ing, in its French and German origin, refers to the specific tech-
niques by which government, in the framework of the state, enabled
individuals to be useful to society (Foucault, 1988, p. 154). Older
forms of evaluation involved political arithmetic or statistics in which
the state collected demographic and other data to steer reform poli-
cies during the formation of the modern state (see, e.g., Haskell,
1984). More recently, evaluation is intended to provide public ac-
countability for different and sometimes contradictory reform strate-
gies (such as to introduce standards that make a citizenry that is
more productive in an arena of increased international competitive-
ness while, at the same time, to provide a humanism that allows for
cultural and social diversity).

On the surface, the current situation of evaluation has a particu-
lar historical character. Evaluation is considered necessary for deci-
sion making and accountability. But to understand this situation,
we need to think relationally about the state, local community, and
schooling. In part, evaluation emerges as a professional field to re-
spond to increased governmental involvement in the educational sec-
tor following World War II." Further, the particular form that evalu-
ation took in the United States involved particular social constella-
tions. There is a long standing commitment to local governance, in-
dividual school improvement, and university autonomy in profes-
sional education. This commitment to the local and the "individual"
occurs, as Weiler (1990) argues, as part of state formations in which
accountability and steering are of great importance. It is related to
the need for competentory legitimation. United States evaluation
strategies should also be seen as maintaining historically derived
commitments to define change through individual practices (Meyer,
1987; Popkewitz, 1991).

While we often value the individual and local governance over
state rule (e.g., school site management), we cannot disregard the
societal purposes that are part of the normative construction of state

LA
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agendas. We need to understand how social goals, articulated
through state policies, become reconstituted as they are realized in
the institutional practices (Lundgren, 1990). Thus, evaluation has a
policing quality in the modern state, whether we see it as part of the
noble intent and desire of those who seek to improve school or as part
of the darker side of social regulation.

My reason for starting with this assertion is neither to demean
the effort of state actions nor to pose an anarchist view of the social
processes of schooling. Rather, my intention is to remind the reader
that evaluation is not merely a strategy that "objectively" describes
outcomes of educational practices. This becomes more crucial in the
United States where there is historical anesthesia toward school as a
state institution; social/political values are hidden in research para-
digms of teacher education that emphasize change as individual,
teaching as a problem of psychological motivation, and as sociology
that is centered on organizational efficiency rather than social rela-
tions of schooling (see Popkewitz, 1984, 1991). The problem of evalua-
tion must be positioned within educational fields that include studies
of the power relations which, at root, contribute to the processes of
social production, regulation, and the creation of human capabilities.
(See Bourdieu, 1989 for a discussion of the problems in the social field
of intellectuals.)

Reform in Social Fields

With the state as a central actor, the problem of evaluation is
constructed within particular social fields and power relations. The
questions, conceptual schemes and "tools" of teacher education con-
tain assumptions, debates, and implications to how questions are
framed and solutions legitimated.

The public discussions in the United States give attention to the
changing international character of economic relations, the redesign-
ing of national priorities in schooling and the need to maintain
greater cultural strength through the socialization processes of
schooling. This new nationalism stresses the country's international
competitiveness while focusing on local flexibility and semi-au-
tonomy -- with national standards by which to judge local attain-
ment. In contrast to the 1960s school reform efforts in the United
States, which made curriculum issues focal, the current reforms give
attention to teacher quality, standards of work and professional edu-
cation. Market metaphors (i.e., choice) are combined with those of
outputs (accountability) in the current reforms, looking at output
measures such as SAT scores to determine progress.

Teacher education has been a centerpiece of these reforms. Re-
search has focused on the qualities of a good teacher and sought to
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emphasize those qualities in programs. Greater emphasis is sought
on relating pedagogical questions of teaching to the cognitive disci-
plines in which teachers work. Research on teaching of mathemat-
ics, technology, and science is sponsored by the U.S. government and
foundations. Priority is given to relating psychological paradigms for
translating disciplinary knowledge into school subjects; often with
professionalism in other disciplines fighting for the legitimacy of
their subjects through obtaining research and development funds.
Model programs are tried; professional schools established for train-
ing teachers, and greater attention is given to whom comes into
teacher education programs (see, e.g., Holmes Group, 1986,1990).
Criteria for certification and credentialing have become revised by
state governments to reflect economic goals of teaching mathematics
and technology and social goals related to making schools responsive
to the diverse populations in the United States. There is continual
reference to the amount of time teachers spend doing administrative
work and routinized activities, such as collecting and grading papers
or responding to central office requests. The language of reform
seeks to produce a more professional teacher corps that has in-
creased status, responsibility, and financial reward.

We can evaluate the reforms at different layers of understanding
and interpretation. One is a tendency to consider the behavioral and
organizational conditions of reform: Are teacher education programs
revising course syllabi? Are programs giving students adequate time
in practical experiences? Are students having opportunities to work
with diverse populations? The notion of a National Report Card is-
sued by the Department of Education follows this line of thinking.
At a different level of evaluation, there is a focus on the conditions in
which student teachers work: Do student teachers, for example,
have time to share ideas and to attend professional conferences? No-
tions of standards, collegiality, professionalization, and community
appear to frame these questions and the successes of reform. There
is greater reference given teachers, as they are to be more autono-
mous and responsible in their work place.

The approaches follow what is often done in school evaluation
and is a standard of the larger paradigm of educational research
from which it is drawn.' The properties of evaluation are viewed as
having conceptually distinct and ordered qualities that could be con-
trolled and manipulated toward some desired end, with utility of
practice given greatest value. Evaluations assume that organiza-
tional activities can be modified by more efficient management, and
the results of a planned change defined and measured against cost
(monetary and social). A result tends to be random collection of data
about surface (observable and measurable) qualities of teaching and
teacher education.
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In this paper, I want to argue for an approach to evaluation that
focuses on the social patterns and conceptions of knowledge that or-
der these patterns and conceptions. Our concern is how reform prac-
tices organize and give value to certain types of social relations and,
at the same time, structure out of consideration other possibilities for
education. This layer of analysis enables us to consider the organiza-
tional and perceptual characteristics related to a reform but provide
conceptual ways of understanding the assumptions, implications,
and consequences of social practices.5 Examples from an elementary
school and teacher education evaluations provide an illustration of
the social complexities with which evaluators must grapple. Then I
will proceed to reconsider the theoretical issues that underlie these
evaluations.

The Social Complexities of An Alternative
Certification Program: An Example

One of the major changes in teacher education has been the in-
troduction of alterative certification programs. These programs pro-
vide ways in which college graduates in non-education majors can
teach in critical areas without going through a regular teacher edu-
cation program. The particular one that we examine' vas national
in scope and sought to bring into rural and urban scrwols students
who graduated from liberal arts colleges but who wished to make a
commitment to teaching for at least two years.6 About 500 recent
graduates volunteered and attended an eight-week summer session
to prepare them for teaching that fall. Once in their teaching sites,
they would work as regular teachers while obtaining certification.
The alternative certification program fills an important niche in
teacher education: directly recruiting and training teachers in areas
where there is a severe shortage. In addition, the corps of teachers
are people who are well-educated in their particular field.

As part of the evaluation of this program, we sought to under-
stand what was being taught to the first-year teachers as they en-
tered schools and how these efforts relate to existing social relations
that define urban and rural schools. The evaluation, then, was to
consider how the "components" of the reform program was realized in
its social contexts: exploring the ways in which discursive patterns
and the institutional practices that structured the linguistic and
classroom practices of the new teacher changes. We did a survey of
mentor teachers and administrators (and found that they liked the
performance of the first-year teachers); but also sought to measure
the ways in which teachers, administrators, and first year teachers
structured the problems and tasks of teaching and the conceptions
that they held of knowledge, teaching, children, and community.
With these statistical data were systematic observations and inter-
views in each of the five regions in which the new teachers were
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placed. The field data were collected throughout the summer insti-
tute and school year. Some tentative summaries of these relations
can be identified here:

There was a shift in the perceptions of the first-year teachers
from an idealism that saw a teacher as a missionary to one who
had to learn classroom management and control for success.
Goals were revised. Teaching was viewed as part teaching text-
book content and part motivator of children who the teachers
saw as having little self - esteem.7

The textbook and testing became the center of curriculum. This
responded to a variety of "control" factors. It was to control con-
tent when absenteeism and movement among families provided
very little physical continuity in classrooms. It was a control
mechanism in school districts where there was little money for
supplies and books. Social control was also a characteristic. The
strong regimentation associated with textbook teaching and con-
tinual testing was to instill discipline. This was through the in-
formation conveyed and through the rituals of social interactions
applied. While clearly it did not work, the ritual of practice cre-
ated a sense of order to the curriculum and social patterns in
classrooms.8

The first year teachers developed an "educational" language that
shifted attention away from the social conditions that impacted
on their teaching and !egitimated ongoing practices of the school.
This language was not technical but based on rules and stan-
dards of reasoning that is associated with schooling. Problems
were made into those of the psychology of the individual or the
pathology of the community. The novice teachers talked about
setting educational objectives as central to their professional role
or about the need to develop self-esteem among the students be-
fore they could learn properly.

The language of management and psychology were used to evalu-
ate the competence of teachers themselves. A rural principal
talked about the first year teacher having a difficult time because
of the poor motivation of the children and the lack of manage-
ment skills. There was a tie of competence to control which is
then related to whom the children were -- from poor families and
of color.

These languages about the problems and solution of educational
problems recast practices so as to make the problem of reform as
one of learning some "proper" content, individual initiative and
psychological characteristics rather than of structural concerns.
The language coded the racial and economic distinctions within
the district. In rural areas, schools were internally segregated by
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race, with people of color tracked in the lower class. In urban
settings, segregation was the order of the day.

There was an emphasis on practice as leai 'ling about teaching.
There was talk about "the real difference between "theory" and
"practice." This set up a dualism in which what teachers did in
schools was given value. This, in turn, gave value to existing so-
cial patterns of school practices; thus legitimated, as an unin-
tended consequence, social inequities carried in the day-to-day
instruction.

The alternative certification program intersected with other
school reforms in a manner that decontextualizes and reformu-
lates social issues into administrative ones. Mentoring systems,
an important reform to help first year teachers, tended to focus
on advice about how to work in a bureaucracy, such as getting
the duplication needed or what networks exist within the school
to get supplies, or how to plan with objectives. The discourse
structured out consideration of what was selected to teach, and
the social/cultural contexts in which teaching was realized.

State definitions for social amelioration were reformulated
through the social processes in schooling. State definitions of
children in need of special help define those who come to school
as special "populations" in need of remediation. While not policy-
makers' intent, labels, such as a "Chapter One School" were used
to consider the pathological character of the school's students.

The official categories created a history for the schools; the offi-
cial categories defined the enterprises from distinctions drawn
from policies about social amelioration and regulation. The offi-
cial language about reform co-existed with teacher discourses
about the management of classrooms and psychologies of
children's competence that gave focus to individuality as a "core"
assumption to define teachers, school, and student competence or
failure. The reform discourses and the teacher "knowledge" were
mutually sustaining in these assumptions about the world of
schooling. The professional classification filtered out consider-
ation of the social complexities of the situations of schooling, in
some cases redefining the rich histories of schools as a commu-
nity institution. In their place were references to the particulari-
ties of individuals as part of statistic/aggregates that defined
them as economically, culturally, and socially poor. The family/
community were symbolically represented as populations which
have no history or sociality except as part of the aggregate used
to group them as in "need." The use of phrases such as "schools
in transition" also provided a language that reconceptualizes and
reformulates who the children are and the tasks of the school.
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In each state, the national teacher recruitment program had to
respond to state governmental requirements for certification. Alter-
native certification programs administered by states reinforced this
valuing of the immediate and useful in teaching. Certification
courses focused on methods of mainstreaming, for example, without
dealing with the social and political debates that underlie the peda-
gogical approaches. In some states, first-year teachers had to spend
150 hours writing their lesson objectives and reports of meetings
held with their mentors as part of the certification requirement. Re-
flection, another slogan of teacher education reforms, was sociologi-
cally restricted to writing objectives about upcoming lessons.

The study of the alternative program pro\ ides a way to consider
how an innovative program is located into institutional patterns and
discourses about education. An alchemy occurred as the public
rhetoric about reform passed into the social space of schooling. Insti-
tutionalized practices and professional discourses shaped and framed
boundaries by which reform give reference to economic issues and
cultural debates. The social density and the mobilization of discourse
constitute and express an ordering of the world that teachers inhab-
ited. We can think of the categorical and syntactical procedures in
schools as establishing hierarchies, relations, and values. I will re-
turn to this issue in the following sections, after I provide a second
example.

School Reform, Classroom Cultures, and
Social Differentiation: An Example

In this section, I want to explore how pedagogical practices them-
selves carry power relations that have cultural, social, and political
implications. In a study of an elementary school reform (Popkewitz,
et al, 1982), for example, we explored how six schools in different
parts of the country used a particular program called Individually
Guided Instruction. As before, the focus was on the classroom dy-
namics and social relations in which the program was realized.

The initial expectation was to consider variations of implementa-
tion of the reform as all schools incorporated the same organization
patterns, used the same curriculum, and had the same technical lan-
guages and numonics for talking about expectations and experiences

IGE, ICC, multi-unit schools, differentiated staffing, and so on.9
But rather than a common school, the schools we visited were differ-
ent in their cultural organization of teaching and learning. These
differences related to a number of different social phenomena -- edu-
cation and occupation of parents, income, gender, race, and religion
were intertwined in the productions of accomplishment and compe-
tence defined in schools. Thus, while students in different schools
might use similar textbooks or participate in similar lessons about
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map reading, the cultural messages were different in the schools that
we studied. How the maps or books were treated as a "learning" ex-
perience, the role of the student and teacher in deciphering the n. aps
and books, and the authority to base the knowledge about people and
places were very different. These social distinctions and differentia-
tions in schooling need to be considered as part of the accounting of
schooling itself.

We called these different social conditions of schools Construc-
tive, Technical, and Illusory schooling. What is important here is
that the conversations in the daily instruction were differences in the
expectations and demands of teachers and students. Some stressed
gaining information, others placed value on autonomy, responsibil-
ity, and the tentativeness of knowledge itself. A third went throu Th
all the motions of teaching and learning, but there was no carry
through. The teaching had to do with trying to morally uplift the
students through references to the students' background and the im-
porting of other values. At a different level, the classroom discus-
sions "told" students about how they should act, talk, speak, and
think about themselves and the world in which they live. Implicit in
the instruction was political theories about citizen involvement (pas-
sive or active) and the representation of what is good/bad or possible
and not possible.

The different cultural messages carried in the schools had little
to do with traditional notions of teacher competency; such as years
teaching, classroom climate, levels of education, or classroom man-
agement techniques. The differences involyed a complex relation be-
tween social/economic and cultural conditions in the community, that
included, in some instances, religious beliefs and institutions, and
professional discursive practices within the school. The constructive
school was located in a professional community inwhich students
brought to school certain expectations and teachers maintained per-
ceptions about what is legitimate for students to do. In the Illusory
schools, expectations and demands were built on the welfare situa-
tion, family life, and work horizons posited in the community.

Rather than a common school, there were different types of
schooling for different children that had little to do with the formal
criteria of achievement or competence in the relation of teaching and
learning. These expectations and demands were established through
the interactional patterns and cognitive structures that organized
everyday life of teachers and students. In turn, these relations were
reformulated into a school language of efficiency and psychology of
the individual.

In both evaluations, the inquiry about performance, competence
and "outcomes" went beyond the formal goals and policies of the
projects to consider the power relations that were embodied in its so-
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cial patterns. In both instances, the evaluations were conceptually
driven to relate knowledge and institutional patterns to power. I
would like to explore further this notion of power in the next section
by considering discourses of research and evaluation about teaching
and teacher education. Here, I will argue that evaluation needs to
consider the categories and rules of speech about schooling and
teacher education as forms of social regulation.

II. Styles of Reasoning and Constructing
the Subject: Discourse and Power

In this section, I focus on a particular concept of power that was
implicit in the previous discussion; one that explores the standards of
reasoning, ways of thinking and rules of truth that underlie teacher
education and school reform. The current reform efforts have a
mode of presentation and styles of reasoning that are not only "tell-
ing" stories about schooling, teachers, and teacher education but also
constructing the subject itself; establishing value and authority
about the ways in which we define what is good, legitimate, and
plausible about schooling and teaching. We can think of a constant
litany of words in current educational reform; among them, profes-
sionalism, teachers' thought, content knowledge, codifiable knowl-
edge and knowledge base, empowerment, reflection, teacher effi-
ciency and practice. The words are not free floating words that have
unfixed and unyielding meanings over time, but assume a particular
nexus of relations, hierarchy, and value as teacher education relates
with schooling. The distinctions, categories, and difference establish
a cognitive structure about "Others" (students, parents, and commu-
nity) and of "self'; the teacher and teaching.

My use of cognitive structures, hov, ver, has little to do with the
current interest in cognitive psychology which defines the mind as
independent of social and historical circumstances. My discussion of
"structures" is drawn from the sociology of knowledge. In particular,
I am concerned with how reforms embody a particular form of con-
sciousness about schooling, teaching, and teacher education. As do
Berger, Berger and Kellner (1973), I consider the r, suiting styles of
thought and perception associated with teacher education as a par-
ticular type of consciousness about the world that is tied to particular
institutions and institutional processes.

Evaluation methodologies need to consider language as an in-
strument of action and power. Under the guise of methodological
distinctions, evaluation strategies establish particular sets of linguis-
tic practices as dominant and legitimate. This language formation,
however, occurs in specific social and political conditions. Presup-
posed are certain forms of cognition and belief about competence and
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performance. Agreeing with Bourdieu (1991), we can think of lan-
guage as a form of symbolic power or violence; in which interests of
particular groups are established through symbolic exchanges rather
than imposing dominance through brute force. The symbolic vio-
lence occurs as the communicative exchanges are made to seem to
rest on a foundation of shared belief, but the hierarchies of distinc-
tions and differentiations fix values in a manner "that even those
who benefit least from the exercise of power participate, to some ex-
tent, in their own subjections" (p. 23). The nature of symbolic power,
Bourdieu continues, is that it presupposes an active complicity as the
distinctions that legitimate, in our case, the calls for reform become
the belief about salvation for those who seek to redress their oppres-
sions.

Concepts and categories have two sides (Smith, 1990). There is
the surface in which the concept and category abstract form, and ex-
press social relations. There is also an underside ofsocial relations
in which the concept or category arises. Reform concepts such as "in-
dividualization," "empowerment," "community," and "participation,"
-- part of the common sense in teacher educational reforms -- have
meaning to the extent that the distinctions that they make are al-
ready apparent in the structure of their actual social relations.
People grasp them as particular forms of ordering their practical ac-
tivities. It is this underside of language in history that I believe is an
important element to the ways evaluation is conceptualized.

The Language of Reform as a
Structuring of Social Relations

Examining the structuring principles of a language about reform
can be pursued through the "use" of the words, professionalization
and professionalism. The current teacher education reform move-
ment, for example, makes professionalization and school improve-
ment as goals of policy in the current educational reforms. These
words appear in various ways in the reforms of the United States,
Iceland, Australia, Sweden, Spain, among other nations. The words,
however, do not have an absolute character that refers to basic ideas
or conditions of schooling. Words do not represent reality, they are
part of its creation, sustenance, and renewal. Words refer to con-
cepts that change in relation to their position with other words and
in relation to the social conditions in which they are used. To exam-
ine its use is to understand how power can operate through the ef-
fects of discourse.

It is apparent as we examine the historical literature that there
is no understanding of profession in any universal manner. There
are important differences between the Anglo-American and Euro-
pean continental traditions of professions. In part, these differences
have to do with the different forms of state developments in relation
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to certain middle class and elite occupations. In France, for example,
professions were sponsored by state agendas and tied to the develop-
ment of state agendas through Napoleonic reforms. British and
American professional development occurred through changes in
civil society but quickly established relations with the state, includ-
ing sponsorship of the nascent social sciences. In many European
countries, such as Germany and Spain, there was no word similar to
that of the Anglo-Saxon word "profession." In Germany, the
"bildungburger" refers to an educated class and the word "profes-
sional" has only been incorporated in relation of academic discourses
(Kocka, 1990). In recent years, however, the Anglo-Saxon word "pro-
fession" has been brought into the language of many continental
countries to describe the social formations of work within the middle
class and increase importance of expertise in the process of produc-
tion/reproduction.

To incorporate the Anglo-American conception of profession im-
poses an implicit interpretive "lens" about knowledge, occupations,
and state. At a social level, there is an assumption of an occupation
controlling a market of liberal theory about society as based on indi-
vidual social contracts, and entrepreneurial relations are given privi-
lege (Collins, 1990). At an epistemological level, the individualism is
based on a particular managerial conception of knowledge; social
phenomena and individual "development" can be rationally and hier-
archical order to provide for social betterment. These assumptions
(social and epistemological) are found in much of the discussion
about American professions in which ideal types of disinterested oc-
cupations are offered that are separate from the state. Autonomy,
technical knowledge, occupational control of entry, remuneration,
and high ethics dominate this recounting.

The ideal types, however, have little basis in fact; they ignore the
political struggles, debates and compromises involved in the forma-
tion of the professions. Nor do these types account for the ways in
which modern professions become a part of the social regulation and
governance structures of the modern state (see Bun-age &
Torstendahl, 1990). The major purpose of these ideal types is as le-
gitimating strategies for maintaining cultural and social authority,
not for analytical purposes.

The "ideal type" of profession has assumed importance in the
United States as an issue of school improvement. As an ideological
stance, it seems difficult to argue against; teachers should participate
in their work with autonomy, integrity, and responsibility. At this
level, the slogan is important to a reconstruction of schooling. But to
talk about professionalism, integrity, and responsibility without fo-
cusing on the content of the participation and the structural rela-
tions that shape it, is to lose site of the historicity of our practices.
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"Professionalism" has been an aspect of reform in U.S. education
since the early 19th century; it referred to two different layers in the
formation of the occupation. Professionalism was a slogan for those
"at the top," including administrators and university professors. This
occurred with the specialization in university training and the devel-
opment of new disciplines of educational sciences (as part of the plan-
ning and evaluation of schooling) (Powell, 1980). This strata of the
occupation tended to be male-dominated and better paid than teach-
ers (typically women); administrators and professors enjoyed degrees
of responsibility in the conceptualization and organization of their
work conditions. The organization of higher education and research
in education provided routes for the occupational mobility of men.
Further, much of the research and evaluation schemes for schooling
relegated teachers to an ancillary status and focused on assessment
of large groups of students and indicators of qualities of the entire
school system. The administration also contained elements of social
regulation for those at the bottom of the occupational ladder -- usu-
ally in the name of school improvement or effectiveness.

At the bottom were teachers. Many of the reforms of the late
nineteenth century made teaching more bureaucratic in the name of
professionalization (see, e.g., Mattingly, 1987). Standardized hiring
practices, uniform curriculum policies, and teacher evaluation prac-
tices eroded spheres of teacher autonomy and responsibility through
an increased rationalization of school organization and didactics. At
no time in the history of modern mass schooling have the working
conditions of teachers in the United States provided the opportunity
to reflect about their situation in a sustained manner. Teacher edu-
cation has been pragmatic and fragmented; it devalues an intellec-
tual focus.

In fact, the words of profession have taken on meanings which
tie the regulatory values found in U.S. schools to the concept of bu-
reaucracy that the new reforms were instituted to change. Their
assumptions about and categorizations of social phenomena contain a
classical Weberian formulation of bureaucracy. Social reality be-
comes one-dimensional to include particular categories of people
without considering the substantive quality of the resulting interac-
tions. Its products are seen in relation to utilitarian values. Com-
munity consensus and participation are based on administrative cri-
teria that define people as interest groups with homogeneous values;
the conflict and debate about purposes that cross the lines of the des-
ignated actors are structured out of consideration. Internally, school
processes are seen as orderly; elements can be placed into proper
and, thereby, manageable places. Each component has a self-con-
tained unit with a specific relationship to other elements. Action is
seen in relation to an abstract frame of reference that is divorced
from the speciled, complex tasks of teaching. Denied is a sense of
the history and the power relations involved in the formation of
schooling (for a different conception in teacher education, see Tom
1990). 300
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These trends continue in current reform efforts, linking profes-
sionalism to school improvement. A study of three school districts
(Popkewitz & Lind, 1989) involved in an effort to increase teachers'
professionalism indicates this very clearly. The reform strategies in-
creased the teachers' work load and the level of monitoring of teacher
practices. Evaluation was to provide "evidence" of teacher account-
ability and more rational approaches toward school improvement. It
was assumed that there is a direct relation between the knowledge of
evaluation and specific practices and actions. Teacher evaluations
valued instrumental and procedural concerns and devalued the craft
and expressive elements of teaching -- those elements that have gen-
der implications.

In one of the sessions in which teachers were considering evalua-
tion approaches, they brought in an outside expert who owned a com-
mercial company selling evaluations. He argued that the evaluations
were created because teachers did not want to do them, "they wear
their heart on their sleeves," he said. The proposed evaluations
wuuld make the tasks of improving teaching scientific and objective.
Teachers would go into another's classroom to observe and record by
checking off words that described the classroom: well-managed, en-
thusiastic, directive, scholarly. On examining the words, it was clear
that the categories described tightly controlled classrooms and said
nothing about what was taught. Further, behaviors such as "expres-
sive" were devalued through the rating system applied. This subtle
emphasis and deemphasis can be related to issues of gender itself.

This brings us to two issues which can be summarized briefly.
One is the complexity of reform. To solely consider the organiza-
tional and behavioral elements of reform is to obscure the manner in
which knowledge about reform, teacher thinking, and school prac-
tices interrelate as an effect of power. Further, the discussion of
teacher improvement in the United States carries certain historical
assumptions about social relations and progress. Two, and which I
will explore further in the next section, the categories of research
and evaluation do interrelate to provide boundaries that structure
out certain possibilities and legitimate others through the discourse
that is constructed about school change.

The Ordering of Populations and
Issues of Regulation

Part of the cognitive structures that represent and produce a
"common sense" about teacher education is the defining of people as
"populations." The concepts and procedures of social science and bu-
reaucracy inscribe people as having discrete attributes by eliciting
information and data or by establishing categories and codes for ob-
servation and recoding (Smith, 1990). The concepts make it seem
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that what is out there is what actually happens. For example, the
demographers' use of sex as a category counts sexiness not as a mat-
ter of speculation but involves gender presuppositions about the ac-
tual everyday practices that are generated as a feature of the social
organization in which the demographer works.

Let me take as an example from transcripts from recent inter-
views of first-year teachers' working in the Los Angeles area. Many
of the teachers came from private, elite universities and saw the
teaching experience as "giving back" to society for the privilege that
they has had. Much of the curriculum, however, was designed
around textbooks and testing.

One new teacher discussed the pressure for tests and school stan-
dards as related to the social background of the children who came to
school. The teacher of Spanish thought that the school places re-
quirements on children that they do not need, such as learning Span-
ish.

Students need English. To students that need to be able to write
simple sentences in English. To students that need to be able to
carry on a conversation without saying "ain't." Or "got none" or
any of that, that there are a lot of requirements being put on the
students by the school that the teachers don't even have any-
thing to do with, that we have to teach that these students really,
they need to know it, but not as much as they need to know other
stuff. Not every one of my students needs to know Spanish, but
every one of my students needs better English skills. Desper-
ately.

The teacher places this pressure on certain requirements and the
students "needs" in relation to the African-American homes and com-
munity. She said:

I didn't realize the background my kids came from. I didn't real-
ize, I didn't realize that my background was where I had a safe
place where I could go home and study as much as I wanted
whereas these kids, they're lucky if they can sleep at home, let
alone do anything else. Even watch TV. All they do when
they're home is have their parents yell at them and have their
parents blow smoke in their face from their cigarettes and things
like that. They can't study. And the school is just so disc uptive,
like is going on now, there's so much pressure not to learn,
there's so much pressure not to do what's expected of you that
the best that most of these kids can hope for is to get through
here without being permanently scarred.
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Populational characteristics inscribed on these students are:
crime figures, teenage pregnancy, single and extended family homes,
and so on are made into representations of the "Other" who are in
need remediation; the "At-Risk" children of the school. The language
of populations objectifies the immediate and social relations of these
students and constitutes and expresses them as separate and distinct
from the subjectivities and "real world" of social relations in which
they live. The social organization of reading the factual accounts "in-
serts" categorical and syntactic procedures into the actuality of edu-
cation; thus establishing a normalcy to schooling based on pathologi-
cal distinctions.

In teacher education, processes of learning how to teach inscribe
the "population" distinctions into the attributes of students and
teaching. The ongoing practices of different professionals in particu-
lar sites and across sites are coordinated and standardized through
languages of "at risk," "learning disabilities," and the label of "Chap-
ter One" schools. In these objectivifications of schooling, teachers
learn how to relate to members of their own professions and to those
of others, and they learn how to talk to students and how to talk to
students so as to be able to talk about students that responds to
structural and power relations. The psychological categories of affec-
tive and cognitive attributes and definitions of achievement also posit
not only ways to talk about schooling, but linguistically conelates to
strategies of lesson planning and teacher reflectiveness.

The constructing teacher education as an object of scrutiny also
entails power relations. My concern with power is with its effects as
it circulates through institutional practices and the discourses of
daily life. Here, the work of Michel Foucault is most helpful in un-
derstanding how structures of thought are practices that construct
the objects of the world rather than represent those objects. This
concept of power, Foucault argues, is embedded in the governing sys-
tems of order, appropriation, and exclusion by which subjectivities
are constructed and social life is formed. This occurs at multiple lay-
ers of daily life, from the organization of institutions to the self-disci-
pline and regularization of the perceptions and experiences according
to which individuals act. Power is embodied in the ways that indi-
viduals construct boundaries for themselves, define categories of
good/bad, and envision possibilities. The effects of power are in the
production of desire, dispositions, and sensitivities. Power, in this
latter sense, is intricately bound to the rules, standards, and styles of
reasoning by which individuals speak, think, and act in producing
their everyday world (see Foucault, 1988; also Dreyfus & Rabinow,
1983, Noujain,1987; Rajchman, 1985).10

Here I am countering the folk-wisdom of research on teaching
which says that teachers do not have a technical language and there-
fore are not professional. When discourse is examined rather than
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the use of words, teachers express a language in which certain cat-
egories, distinctions, and differentiations are made that relate to in-
stitutional practices. Teachers seem to have certain standards and
rules of speech that establish an occupational "identity"; and that
language distinctions between what is to be spoken about as school-
ing and what is not considered as legitimate speech.

III. Tensions in the Relation of State and
Teacher Education: A Problematic for Evaluation"

The two previous themes focused on the historical limitations
and contradictions of evaluation; I would now like to focus on a dif-
ferent element in the problematic of evaluation: the promise of evalu-
ation is not in foretelling what is to be done, but in understanding
the tensions, dilemmas, and ambiguities that underlie the current
transformations. Reform is not an object that can be installed or that
has essential properties to be discovered. The processes of reform
are dynamic not static or linear; therefore, evaluation requires a
scrutiny of the relations that occur in its setting. Further, it will be
argued that evaluation is inevitably about the past rather than the
present or future. Its contribution to policy making is through an
illumination of the dilemmas, tensions, and contradictions of how
things have worked.

Evaluation is not a problem of school improvement as it is tradi-
tionally assumed. Nor is it a problem of "testing" or "verifying" state
practices as though there is a consensus of valuesor a standard no-
tion of progress. The problems of schooling are of a different order,
one which evaluations can help to illuminate, but will not solve. At
best, evaluations can provide a greater understanding of the ten-
sions, struggles, and dilemmas that underlie efforts toward social im-
provement; the very moral, political, and cultural complexity of
schooling as a social endeavor makes the search for precision and
certainty as a chimera.

Let me conclude this section by saying that I do not believe
evaluation can provide a direct plan of the present or of the future.
Evaluation is inevitably about the past. Epistemologically, evalua-
tion and social science are dialects of language and involve interpre-
tations of what has happened. While we like to think ofour generali-
zations as present-centered, we are constrained by the constructions
of narratives that occur after the events. The language that is used
in schooling that built on the outcomes of past struggles. There is
also a political question here. When we adopt a belief that knowl-
edge is about prediction and administration, we allow science and its
relation to the empirical world to move into the realm of ideology and
social control. The rituals of science and evaluation become a rhe-
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torical form whose purpose is to convince others that what is being
done to them is in their best interest.

I say this because I can find no evidence that social science and
school evaluation have anything to say, aua science, about the fu-
ture. They do offer methods for understanding the boundaries that
exist in the past and the dilemmas that are embedded in those ar-
rangements. This is not to say that science cannot help us in the
choices we make, but it is often in a negative voice. To borrow par-
tially from Karl Popper, science (and evaluation) do not verify but
refute. They can help us understand what choices to make, such as
in eliminating fluorins, controlling the deforestation in the Amazon,
or limiting the use of intelligence testing. But -- in the policy arena
-- the findings of science are part of a public debate that rarely con-
cerns evidence alone. The determination of futures is no longer re-
served for particular elites and experts who claim a sacred knowl-
edge.

Before ending this discussion about past, futures, and evaluation,
there is an important caveat. Evaluation is about the future in an
indirect way. The categories of evaluation organize phenomena in a
manner that sensitizes us toward certain possibilities and, at the
same time, filters out others. Implicit in practices, then, are ways in
which people are to challenge the world and locate themselves in its
ongoing relations. This is what Steiner Kvale (1990) has made clear
in his discussion of evaluation as a knowledge and constituting prac-
tice which produces a censorship of meaning. To focus on the prop-
lem of tension and ambiguities is not to remove the necessity of col-
lecting demographic or achievement data, but to make the collection
of data responsive to the central issues posed in the evaluation. The
role of evaluation and evaluators in the ongoing construction of the
world is one of continual scrutiny.

N. The Enlightenment Project as a
Problematic for Evaluation

What I would like to propose here is a reconsideration of an old
Western European commitment to the Enlightenment, although
recasting it, as a major purpose of evaluation. By the word "Enlight-
enment" I mean a view in which people are assumed to have compe-
tence and responsibility for the governance of their own lives.
Schools, in this context, are an important educative institution in the
realization of that goal. The major strands of twentieth century Eu-
ropean and U.S. philosophy, sociology of knowledge, cultural studies,
and literary analysis refocus the problem of the Enlightenment on
the boundaries to our existence, the ambiguity of knowledge, and the
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fundamental relationship of social practices, power, and knowledge.
The redefining of Enlightenment project becomes bound with a rec-
ognition that there are multiple truth claims, that these truth claims
are historically bound and emerge from the social struggles and ten-
sions of a world in which we live, and that the production of human
possibilities always contains contradiction. The question of evalua-
tion is how schools of education and professional programs reflect
and sustain these commitments.

Posing of a curriculum entails certain general and seemingly
transcendent values that we wish to maintain in schooling. In Euro-
pean traditions, these values relate notions of democracy to reason.
Curriculum supposes philosophical assumptions that reason and ra-
tionality can help improve social conditions; political assumptions
about the relation and responsibilities of people and institutions; and
cultural assumptions about the central values and patterns that
should give direction to social affairs. Yet contemporary scholarship
makes us aware that however noble our hopes, a curriculum is a so-
cially constructed and politically bound practice. At all times, our
language and social practices in schools are precarious and limited,
containing contradictions. As we engage in the tasks of constructing
and realizing a curriculum, what are defined as possibilities are also
prisons.

The problem of evaluation, then, is not merely that of
school improvement or decision making, but of the condi-
tions under which and the manner in which the knowledge of
schooling is produced in teacher education. Evaluation needs
to focus not only on fundamental assumptions about the purposes of
schooling that underlie practice, but, as significantly, on issues about
the relation of individuals to society which exist in the constructions
of pedagogy. Evaluation should promote a discourse about education
which examines the ways schools illuminate or obscure the social
conditions in which people live. While I recognize the difficulty of
conceptualizing such assessments, I believe that attention should be
continually directed to what is most important through carefully con-
sidering the conceptualization by which data are defined and col-
lected.

The complex and profound problem of curriculum can be ex-
pressed as a conflict between the hope we place in schooling and
what happens as people seek to create, sustain, and renew the condi-
tions of their world (see Lundgren, 1983). The history of curriculum
is one in which theories are never realized in the manner they are
intended. As theories are put into social practice, there are always
unintended, unanticipated, and unwilled consequences as theories
are put into social practice.
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Here, I am taking up the theme of the social construction of
knowledge that is so prominent in social theory and philosophy (e.g.,
Rorty, 1989; Giddens, 1987). My interest is to consider a socially con-
structed knowledge as a strategy for the construction and evaluation
of school curriculum. This "turn" to constructivism, however, is not a
psychological one that focuses on how students mediate a given
knowledge. It is sociological, historical, and linguistically based. Sci-
ence, mathematics, literature, and art are to be considered as social
fields which they are -- multiple and competing ways of thinking and
acting toward the world. These paradigmatic endeavors are
struggles for authority about what is legitimate truth.

Evaluation needs to consider whether the selection of school
knowledge pays attention to the variety, debates, and tensions that
exist in how people come to know and interpret their world. It is also
to consider the relations of power/knowledge in those formulations of
teaching and learning.

The problem of school learning and evaluation is to consider how
students come to grips with the human constructions of knowledge- -
its fragility, tentativeness, skepticism and change. It is not to correct
misrepresentations as the psychologists of education would have us
believe; but to consider the variety of representations that exist and
how systems of thought are practices that shape and fashion social,
cultural, and political worlds. It is to recognize various dialects in
schooling as tribal and partial. Whether reforms focus on teaching
science or on the heritages of various peoples who live within the
United States, the evaluation of practice should direct attention to
the types of reasoning developed, and the means by which both a
trust and a healthly skepticism toward the world can be accom-
plished.

We can also think of the everyday world of schooling as having
differentiations that are produced through the social patterns of
school life. The patterns of conversation and the practices of teaching
are not common to all; they contain multiple layers of meaning and
interpretation. In back of the rituals of a common institution are so-
cial differentiations: not all children are taught the same things nor
are the dispositions, sensitivities, and awareness common across so-
cial groupings. In light of this, we need to ask: What knowledge is
to be transmitted to whom? What are the different cultural and so-
cial messages transmitted in classroom interactions?

How these problems are represented within our teacher educa-
tion programs needs to be the problem of evaluation. Methodologies
need to be constructed that give attention to how teacher education
interrelates with schooling. This task cannot be defined technically,
such as whether one uses qualitative or quantitative (nomothetical/
ideographically) procedures to collect information. It is an intellec-
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tual task of creating concepts and ways of collecting and interpreting
data in order to consider the complexities of the situations that we
confront in teaching and teacher education; it involves theoretically
attention to structural relations in which schooling exists; while at
the same time giving reference to the historical specificity of our hu-
man conditions (see, e.g., Mills, 1959; Wallenstein, 1991). Further, the
concepts of evaluation need to provide ways of considering the com-
plexities of knowledge

While I have not exhausted any possible set of questions for con-
sidering issues of the Enlightenment in schooling, I recognize that
the paradoxes of knowledge and power relations also produce para-
doxes for evaluation. The imposition of a curriculum assumes a tran-
scendence of certain knowledge that has a potential for achieving a
better society; yet to propose a single form of knowledge is to struc-
ture out other possibilities. This process is never neutral and never
without social implications. Knowledge is always located in a social
and material world. The contradictions of teaching and teacher edu-
cation are those of our occupational roles. In focusing on the issues
of Enlightenment as frames for evaluation, we return to the problem
of irony, contradiction, and dilemma that evaluations can illuminate.

V. Conclusion

In fundamental ways, teacher education is bound to tensions of
violation, production, and reproduction in society. Schooling is a so-
cial creation to deal with the ruptures of cultural production and re-
production (see Lundgren, 1989). For many in our contemporary
landscape, schooling is part of the modern quest to eliminate inequal-
ity and injustice; at the same time, there are the larger tensions of
the structure of inequality that occurs in the cultural debates of
school. While certain groups in the United States call for cultural
pluralism as a way to give focus to the integrity of disenfranchised
groups, others are calling for a new nation-building effort for U.S.
schools. For the former, pedagogy is to make distinctions and differ-
ence as a valued category of society. The latter fears the increasing
minority population in schools and suggests that schools strive to
help create a national consensus and social solidarity. For these
people, recognizing cultural differences is a tactic for arriving at
more varied (and in the aggregate more effective) methods of putting
across the traditional curriculum. With scores on standardized tests
as the measure of success, schooling retains the particular cultural
discourse that is embedded in the standardized testing industry.
Teacher education, in this context, carries the tensions, violations,
and productive elements of schooling itself.

We like to pretend that the world can be made rational, that
progress is an obtainable goal, and that policy is the instrument of
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the modern version of salvation. I do not deny that we must keep on
trying, but I also recognize that we know little about social and edu-
cational change. A focus on ambiguity and uncertainty is my way to
explore what Lundgren has called the tension between our hopes and
happenings.

I have located some questions about the social transformations,
systems of ordering, and constructions of teacher education as a cen-
tral problematic of evaluation. I recognize that these problems are
not easily measured or conceptualized. It is almost as if our role is
like that of Sisyphus -- never fully succeeding, but struggling to give
attention to what is most important.

Notes

1. This paper was prepared for the Second National Research Sym-
posium on Limited English Proficient (LEP) Students' Issues,
sponsored by the U.S. Office of Bilingual Education and Minority
Language Affairs and the Center on Assessment, Evaluation, and
Testing at the University of California and the Center for Re-
search on cultural Diversity and Second language learning, at
the University of California, Santa Cruz. Washington, D.C.;
Grand Hyatt Hotel, September 4-6, 1991.

2. This is contrary to the argument of Berger and Luckman (1967)
who separate primary and secondary institutions of socialization,
defining school as the latter.

3. I recognize that assessment procedures tied to science particu-
larly those of psychometry were created with the development of
mass schooling in the United States. But the tying of reform and
evaluation as a state strategy is institutionalized after World
War II.

4. The impulse for reform is so powerful in the educational field
that it is practically impossible to distinguish research from
evaluation. The name of the current research "game" is to privi-
lege what is thought to lead to improved school practice. Over 20
nationally funded research centers exist as part of the current
effort toward school reform. A task of many of these centers is to
search for exemplary schools and teacher education programs,
for example, and to explicate their characteristics. The assump-
tion is that qualities of "good" schooling can be identified and ex-
ported to other schools.

5. The work of the Umea University Group on Evaluation, led by
Professor S. Franke-Wikberg, has called this approach "theoreti-
cally organized" evaluation (see, e.g., Franke-Wikberg, 1982,
1990).
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6. In this project, I have worked with Sigurjon Myrdal, Jay
Hammond Cradle, Seehwa Cho, and Jim Ladwig.

7. This finding is consistent with teacher socialization literature;
see, e.g., Zeichner & Gore, 1990.

8. Charles Bruckerhoff (1990) discusses this phenomenon in urban
settings.

9. IGE=Individually Guided Education; ICC=Instructional Coordi-
nating Committee.

10. These theoretical concerns can be found in feminist theory, al-
though focused upon a particular social arena. See Nicholson,
1986, and Weedon, 1987.

11. This and the following section are drawn from Popkewitz, 1990.
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